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OVERthe past 10 years, we have witnessed the full
emergence of the power of technology and the

significant opportunities provided through the Web. The benefits
have translated into increased operational efficiencies, new
business lines and significant delivery enhancements. These
have been a direct result of breakthroughs in communications,
business-to-business, supply-chain, client relationship
management, and general office and administrative support
applications and systems. The widespread adoption and depen-
dence on these technologies and their associated benefits are
now paramount to the success of our business — that is to say,
they are now the primary enablers of business, as we know it.

Along with these benefits come new risks. Risks that, if
realized, will cause significant and unacceptable losses,
resulting in decreased shareholder value. At no time in the
past have we been more susceptible to such grave losses —
especially when compared to the relative ease and depth of a
computer-based attack and the almost insignificant cost to the
perpetrators of the attack.

Attacks will originate from internal and external threats.
These threats will include structured (i.e., well planned and
executed) and unstructured (i.e., ad hoc and unplanned)
attack profiles. Some attacks will be hostile (i.e., intent on
inflicting damage) in nature while others will be non-hostile
(i.e., curiosity-based). Regardless, the damages associated
with all categories of threat are unacceptable.

Sophisticated and unsophisticated attacks can, if not
properly managed, result in similar damages. These
attacks could include those targeting data theft, financial
theft, improper use and transfer of sensitive intellectual
capital, or even bush-league Web defacement. In addition,
a well placed virus, logic bomb or worm can now result in
hundred’s of thousands of dollars in direct and indirect
losses — all of which decrease the bottom line, consumer

confidence and the shareholder’s value. The losses associ-
ated with such attacks are unacceptable to the executive
team, board and shareholders.

To counter such risks, most corporate risk management pro-
grams will need to implement a program to identify, assess
and respond to computer-based attacks. A properly defined,
implemented and managed Monitoring and Response
Program (MRP) is an extremely cost-effective, non-obtrusive,
risk mitigation technique. A complete MRP is the only safeguard
approach that provides the following benefits:

● Access Management: Supports corporate efforts to limit
and/or control access to sensitive data and systems, thus
preventing new or continuing attacks that result in a loss
of confidentiality, integrity and availability.

● Attack Containment: Supports the active containment
of the attacker, associated damage and further access.

● Continuous Process Improvement: Provides the ability
to analyze attacker trends and periodically enhance
security safeguards and vulnerability conditions to
address new or changing risk conditions.

● High-Impact Educational and Awareness Support:
Providing periodic employee training and awareness
campaigns highlighting the results of the MRP are
instrumental in influencing the way employees perceive
the importance of the e-security program.

ACTIVITIES OF INTEREST

The MRP includes the ability to detect and manage
unauthorized or improper system reconnaissance, probes and
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attacks. These activities are further defined
as follows:

● Reconnaissance: There are multiple
categories of reconnaissance. Some
routine categories require no, or
minimal, action on the part of the MRP
team members. On the other hand,
some form of reconnaissance precedes
almost all significant network attacks.
Techniques include simple pings,
finger, service scans, password
cracking, and vulnerability scanning.
These reconnaissance efforts are
intended to support the:

• development of network and target
maps that include a potential target’s
visible devices, operating systems,
services, and applications

• identification of initial weaknesses
in the target network’s systems
and applications

• selection of prioritized targets based
on a combination of the above

● Probes: Probing is the attacker’s next
level of data gathering. Probing consists
of a combination of traditional
reconnaissance techniques as well as
the actual exploitation of identified
vulnerabilities to gain further access to
networked systems. In addition,
attackers may, during this phase,
attempt to place backdoor programs
on the network to provide future access.
Once the attacker obtains a solid
working understanding of a potential
target, he will begin advanced
probing to:

• identify weaknesses in your security
safeguards and security program

• identify weaknesses in your internal
communication and coordination
processes

• develop in-depth knowledge and
understanding of your networked
systems, assets and architecture

• develop an attack plan

● Attacks: An attack can include
reconnaissance and probing activities.

A formal boundary between the three
categories is not necessary, but a formal
attack typically begins when an attacker
(internal or external) breeches corporate
policy or commits a criminal act. An
attack typically has an intended
outcome such as:

• Denial of Service: Includes attacks
on connectivity, power, routing, email
services, application availability, etc.

• Breech of Privacy: Includes
viewing and dissemination of
privacy, proprietary, classified, and
trade secret information.

• Misuse of Data or Resources:
Includes the unauthorized or
inappropriate use of corporate data
and systems for purposes other than
what is intended. This could include
the unauthorized use of processing
capacity and the storage of
unauthorized materials and data on
corporate resources by internal and
external personnel.

• Theft: Includes the unauthorized
copying of trade secret, proprietary
and classified data, as well as the
theft of financial data including
records, credit card data and
calling cards.

• Data Corruption: Includes the
intentional altering of data files,
applications, Web site text, and
communications.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND
COMPONENTS

The following sections describe key com-
ponents of the MRP: While most references
to monitoring and response programs focus
on the technical aspects, the program must
address all key aspects of an effective infor-
mation security solution.

The Mission Statement
The MRP mission statement concisely

describes, at a non-technical level, the orga-
nization’s intent for the monitoring and
response program. The following mission
statement applies to larger corporations and
you can scale it down for smaller, less com-
plex, organizations. It identifies what the

MRP will do, and (in some cases) what it
will not do.

The mission statement is: The monitor-
ing and response program will establish
and maintain the ability to detect, respond
to, and assist recovery from computer-
based malicious activity within the
Information Systems environment. The
program will interact with other elements
of the organization and outside agencies as
necessary and appropriate to satisfy risk
management objectives.

The corporate approved mission state-
ment gives the MRP responsibility for
establishing and maintaining the program.
As described later, the need for the MRP
has a solid basis in the documentation of
information security policies. The mission
statement specifically delegates necessary
functions to the MRP.

These functions include the customary
detection and response activities, as well as
providing assistance to recovery efforts. The
assistance aspect, as opposed to delegation
of full responsibility for recovery activities,
reflects the fact that the typical corporation
already has an established disaster recovery
program that will govern recovery activities.
In addition, you should not burden the MRP
with the full scope of recovery operations. It
should focus, from a recovery perspective,
on containing the incident and providing the
security operations support necessary to
identify the steps needed to return the IT
infrastructure to its baseline configuration.
The IT department actually may perform the
steps themselves, with coaching and subject
matter expertise provided by the MRP.

The mission statement also limits the
MRP scope to computer-based malicious
activity within the IS environment. This
explicit scope excludes physical security
responsibilities and detection of attacks
launched from non-computer sources (i.e., a
radio frequency device used to disrupt com-
puter operations by interfering with data
transmissions). Attempts to include “esoteric”
or low likelihood threats will weaken the
program’s ability to effectively address the
primary sources of malicious activity.

Finally, the mission statement explicitly
states that the MRP will interact with other
organizational entities and outside agencies
as necessary to meet the company’s risk
management objectives. This phrasing
expresses the requirement to cooperate with
other departments and teams as necessary to
meet the company’s security objectives
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(which typically will have their basis in risk
management principles). It is not possible to
define, in advance, the full extent of such
cooperation or interaction, so the mission
statement clarifies the fact that the MRP in
all likelihood will “touch” other initiatives
(i.e., Disaster Recovery) and possibly need to
interact with outside agencies (i.e., Computer
Emergency Response Teams [CERTs]). You
can provide specific information and guid-
ance in memorandums of agreement or
understanding (MOAs and MOUs).

Policy Guidance
The Security Program Charter provides

the contextual basis for specific informa-
tion security policies. A policy describes
the organization’s information security
philosophy and intent in a number of top-
ical areas. In turn, these policies have
associated standards that provide
“auditable” directives for compliance.
Finally, each standard typically has one or
more procedures that describe how to
implement the directives provided in the
standard. The Security Program Charter,
policies, standards, procedures, and asso-
ciated guidelines collectively comprise a
Security Policy Framework. In a best prac-
tice, Security Policy Framework, MRP
standards and procedures are part of a
Threat Monitoring Policy that clearly
states the organization will assess and
monitor threats on an ongoing basis.

In order to ensure success and full accep-
tance and implementation of the MRP, the
program must have a strong, traceable basis
within the corporate policy framework. The
MRP documentation should summarize key
policy and standards statements that have a
direct bearing on establishment or operation
of the MRP. Examples include:

● The Acceptable Use Policy states that
[Company ABC] reserves the right to
monitor information systems...[cite
page number]

● The System Auditing Standard states
that [Company ABC] will audit
operating system logs and use other
techniques to detect inappropriate use
of company information systems.
[cite page number]

The most significant policy requirements
for the MRP should be contained within the
corporation’s “Threat Management Policy”

framework. This collection of documents
would include the following lower level
documents:

● Threat Assessment Standard

● Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
Configuration Standard

● System Auditing Standard

● Incident Response Standard

In the absence of clear policy guidance, the
organization should modify the policy guid-
ance to include a sound basis for the MRP. You
can conduct such an initiative in parallel with
the MRP development activities, if necessary.

Organization
The organizational aspect of the MRP

includes the organizational structure as
well as the roles and responsibilities for
conducting the monitoring and response
activities. An MRP typically includes the
following departments:

● Information Security

● Network Operations

● Help Desk

● Corporate Investigations

● Media Relations

● Legal

Technology
MRP activities rely largely on properly

applied technology. Such technology includes
intrusion detection tools, network manage-
ment capabilities, help desk systems, and
decision support systems.

Process
Effective processes allow the organization

to orchestrate the technology and organiza-
tional aspects of the MRP, in accordance
with policy guidance. Developing effective
MRP processes is at the heart of the devel-
opment project for a monitoring and
response program.

Training
The success of the MRP is dependent

upon much more than the selected support

technologies. The organization must train
the team members in the following topics:

● systems and network management systems
● firewall and IDS technologies
● workflow management and

troubleshooting
● monitoring techniques
● data analysis
● hacker methodologies, etc.

This training must provide measurable
increases in program effectiveness and
individual performance.

Wrap-Up
There exists a need for many companies

to implement a corporate monitoring and
response program. It has direct parallels to
existing programs associated with physical
security access control and monitoring. In
addition, although the need and requirements
are familiar and the technologies “good
enough” for most corporations, successful
implementation of such programs has been
a rarity.

The issues have been with the proper def-
inition and management of the “Program
Elements.” These elements include the
top-down policies, procedures and standards
required to drive the program into the cor-
poration’s day-to-day organizational and
operational fiber and culture.

These components have been addressed
within this article in hopes of helping all
those responsible for implementing a suc-
cessful MRP bypass the typical hurdles. We
hope these hard-learned lessons will benefit
you in your efforts to achieve a highly
effective and efficient program.  
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